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1.0 Summary

An archaeological excavation was carried out at the Oak House Museum, Oak Road, West Bromwich, B70
8HJ on Tuesday 30th July 2019 over three days as part of an archaeology week arranged by the museum. The
intention was to give younger visitors and members of the public from the area an opportunity to see live
archaeology and participate in the digging of a test pit. This culminated in the finding of pottery sherds
consistent with the earliest recorded history of the house.

As a result of this mini project, an invitation was extended to the group to return in the future to conduct
more of the same to add to the history of the house.

2.0 Introduction
In mid March 2019, Wolverhampton Archaeology Group was contacted by Debra Lauf from the Oak House
Museum, West Bromwich asking if it would be possible for us to participate in their archaeology week
which is held every summer. Debra wanted us to dig a test pit and felt it would be a good opportunity for
youngsters to see archaeology live and also for the group to chat to members of the public about the subject
and what the group gets up to.

Intrigued by this request, a meeting was set up at Oak House to have a look and meet up with Debra to
discuss more fully what she was planning. 

On Wednesday 3rd April we set out to find the house having never been before and what a surprise to see this
magnificent house set in its own grounds in the middle of a much built up area. We met Debra and Lesley
Rhodes and over coffee we discussed the history of the house, archaeology in general, what we could do on
the day and ended up with a super tour of the house!

We agreed a plan to involve the youngsters as much as possible and this would include Carole talking to
them indoors about what archaeology is and how layers are built up which contain finds left by people from
previous eras. They could then go outdoors and see the live archaeology taking place and if they wanted to,
could participate in the sieving of soil from the pit in order to look for finds themselves. The finds would
then be available to be viewed and discussed by the youngsters and members of the public.
A location to site the one metre square test pit was agreed which was just a few metres past the ‘mini mound’
and adjacent to  the Bowling Green wall.  This was felt  to offer the best  chance of reduced disturbance
considering the history of the site. 

A date of 30th July was arranged to start the project and if necessary continue further into the week in the
event of bad weather or interesting archaeology.
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2.1 Site Location
The Oak House Museum,
Oak Road, West Bromwich B70 8HJ.

Figure 1. Location marked with orange arrow. (Courtesy of Streetmap).
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Figure 2. Oak House  aerial view (Courtesy of Google Earth).
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2.2 Site History

Turning to the history of the site, there is an exceptionally detailed document attached to this report CD
written by Anderson and Glenn (Oak House Vol.  2) for  the benefit  of  Sandwell  metropolitan Borough
Council.  Suffice to say,  the first written mention of the house is in 1635 but obviously no construction
details have been found however dendrochronology dating has identified a period of building in the early
17th century which is generally accepted.

SMBC [1] or See attached report (Volume 2) on CD
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3.0 Objectives
The main purpose of this project was to support the museum’s archaeology week by involving youngsters
and members of the public in a ‘live’ archaeology dig. They would hear about archaeological layers, how
they are formed, what items might be found, how they are treated and then recorded. If they wished they
could also participate in making some of the finds by sieving the test pit spoil and also watching members of
the group do the same. They could ask questions about the techniques used and get a good idea of what
archaeology is about which is very difficult to do on a normal dig because of the hazards associated with
open excavation.

The secondary objective around this project was to try and find artefact evidence associated with the history
of the house, its beginnings and maybe even before. The house is regarded as being in a prime position in
the parish (see history attached) so maybe there was a previous house on site. Findings from previous digs
(see attached reports) have also strongly hinted at pottery production and or brick manufacture especially
with the finding of what was believed to be saggar sherds. 
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4.0 Methodology

4.1 GPS referencing
TP1 OS coordinates: 399778W 290822N

4.2 Test Pits

All test pits complied with the following criteria:

 be one metre square and up to approximately 1 metre deep

 be closed or protected at the end of the day so there would be no hazard to the public
 turves are removed and carefully stored so they can be replaced later.

 soil is removed 10 cm at a time and carefully sieved on to polythene sheet

 any finds (pottery, glass, tiles etc) are washed and stored according to their depth

 digging stops when finds run out or archaeology (building remains) are found

At the end of the dig, the pit is filled in and the turves replaced in the same order as they were removed.
Please note that the ground will be slightly higher after replacement as settlement will occur later.

Any finds of value or interest would become the property of the Museum or be subject to inquest if treasure
trove.

One test pit was dug to allow accompanied youngsters and the public to participate and to allow ample time
for the procedure to be carried out to a satisfactory conclusion. No extra time was required to conclude the
test pit or to fill in later due to inclement weather.
The test pit was positioned a few metres past the ‘mini mound’ and adjacent to the Bowling Green wall as it
was felt this represented a good position to avoid disturbed ground, especially after talking to the gardeners
who advised there was about half a metre of disturbance all over the site.
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Figure 3. Approximate position of test pit circled. (Image courtesy of Google Earth).

5.0 Results

5.1 Test pit
The pit was one metre square and the turf was carefully taken off and stored in the same order as it was
removed to assist in its re-assembly. All soil was sieved.

Approximately 15 cm of topsoil was removed probably used as a top layer for the turf and contained a very
small amount of mixed material including glass, brick and charcoal.

Digging further down to 47 cm revealed what can only be described as a mixed bag of compact modern and
early 20th century material including concrete, plastic sheet, building rubble, nylon stockings, plastic bottle
top, iron guttering, modern glass and pottery. Figure 4 shows four pieces of nylon stocking in the section.
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Figure 4. Trowel points toward bowling green wall. Nylons in section.

All the materials and artefacts were totally mixed up and compacted in this first half metre which meant
digging was difficult. This was compounded by the heavy rain on day one which was bypassing the gazebo
and putting water into the pit. This also reduced the number of visitors coming to have a look and take part.
At one point, due to the nature of the material, the continuing depth and its hardness, thoughts were turning
to conclude the dig however the situation changed for the better.
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Figure 5. Section showing mixed up layers down to 47 cm.

Going further down into the test pit the soil was turning darker and was more consistent as a layer within the
pit although it still contained 20th century material. This layer was about 20 cm thick and eventually began to
give way to a sandy clay matrix (see figures 6 and 7), although the dark band persisted from the middle of 
the NW section to the edge of the SE section. 
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Figure 6. Darker band of soil in bottom of NW section, with trowel on sandy clay material pointing north.
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Figure 7. Dark layer giving way to sandy clay matrix. Trowel pointing to bowling green wall.

Modern finds disappeared from the beginning of the red sandy clay layer and more consistent post medieval
artefacts began to show such as pottery.

Digging continued with a sondage in the NE side of the pit until what appeared to be natural in the form of
yellow clay was found at a depth of about 112 cms. At this point digging ceased.
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Figure 8. NE section at end of dig.
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Figure 9. NE section sondage showing natural yellow clay.
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Suggested context numbers:

Turf 100
Mixed modern rubbish 110
Dark Layer 120
Red Sandy Layer 122
Yellow Clay 124

Figure 10. Simplified contexts (NW section). 
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6.0 Discussion
The main purpose of this dig was to give children and members of the public an opportunity to witness and
experience a small, live archaeological dig on the site of a 17th century house and in this respect it was a
success. Unfortunately, the torrential, persistent rain on the first day put a damper on the numbers attending
but those who did thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Many interesting finds were made ranging from the
20th century all the way back to the suspected origins of the house.

The second aim was to find artefacts related to the history of the house and maybe even discover if there was
something there previously. A one metre square test pit is never going to give a complete picture of the
archaeology of a house and gardens that have been here for several hundred years with such a chequered
history. We do know however that in recent times, the adjacent garden where the test pit was situated housed
workshops with various industrial processes being carried out. This was very evident in the amount of mixed
20th century ‘rubbish’ found in the first half metre of digging which nearly scuppered the completion of the
project. It is very disheartening to continue to find concrete, broken bottles and nylons whilst  trying to
discover an undisturbed context which would at least give some encouragement to carry on! However, that
is what happened and a good job too. It’s most likely that this half metre of ‘turmoil’ was a result of levelling
by a digger with a lot of material being scraped and scooped from all over the area and flattened.

A dark layer appeared in the pit which was consistent with less disturbance despite containing late Victorian
and early 20th century material. This gave us some hope that there might be something untouched further
down to help us in our quest. This dark layer continued for about 20 cms or so and then began to diminish at
the edge nearest to the bowling green wall and was replaced by a red sandy clay layer. The dark layer
probably represented a bank leading up to the wall which was then covered in rubbish to level off the site.
As can be seen from figure 7, the dark layer is running at an angle to the walls of the test pit.

Once the dark layer diminished, it exposed a red sandy clay layer which became productive in post medieval
finds  including  pottery  and  a  few  pipe  stems.  The  pottery  types  included  Midlands  purple  ware  and
Cistercian ware and their presence could have been very significant as the site has been put forward as a
possible production centre for this pottery type due to the presence of saggars. (See Lindsey Archaeological
Services evaluation of pottery-Appendix 3 attached with this CD). On the basis of this theory, we decided to
contact the Potteries museum at Stoke on Trent and take along the sherds we had found.

Jonathon Goodwin who examined all the sherds, thought they represented a good securely dated sample that
fitted in quite nicely with a date range from late 16th century to early 17th century when the house was
believed to have been built. The earliest recorded occupation is by the Turton family in the 1630’s.

As to the sherds themselves, Jonathon thought most were from functional wares which were more heavy
duty being used in the  kitchen, buttery or brewhouse although some sherds were more delicate and fine
representing multi handled cups.
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Figure 11. Midlands purple ware showing the edge of a hole.

This may have come from a storage vessel (Figure 12) with a hole for a bung or tap
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Figure 12. A partially re-constructed jug from the 
museum showing the hole for a bung or tap at bottom 
right (Potteries Museum).

 A couple of sherds were thought to be from vessels which had a hole to insert a bung or tap to draw off the
contents (see figure 11), or alternatively a saggar with holes (see figure 13).  These would be needed to
allow the furnace gases to penetrate the saggar if salt glazing was done. 
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Figure 13. Saggar with holes. (Potteries Museum)
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Figure 14. Midlands yellow pottery.

This may have once been a part of a storage vessel (figure 15)

Figure 15.Typical storage jar for butter and other 
foodstuffs. (Potteries Museum)
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A few very fine fragments were most likely from delicate multi-handled cups having a bowl shaped upper
part with a waist below. It's often difficult to visualise the complete vessel from tiny potsherds dug out of the
ground but Jonathon was able to show us examples of such containers from the museum's substantial pottery
collection (see figure 1).

Figure 16 Cistercian ware

possibly from a drinking vessel.

Figure 17. A fine multi-handled cup from the Potteries
Museum collection.
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Figure 18 This Midlands purple rim is from a vessel of 10cm radius.

Although some of the sherds were not from ‘best quality’ vessels, Jonathon said they would still have been
functional and did not appear to be from wasters which might be present at a production centre. He also
believed none of the sherds were from saggars but from functional vessels.

Although our finds did not support the pottery production centre theory, it does not mean the theory is null
and void. On the contrary, our sampling area is tiny compared to the other digs that have taken place and it
could be that if there was pottery being produced on site the factory area may have been segregated from the
domestic activity of the house.

Our finds, the earliest of which were sitting just on top of the yellow natural clay in spit 11, were sherds of
Midlands purple ware suggesting there was no earlier activity and hence a virgin site however, the small
sampling area could negate that.
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7.0 Conclusion

It’s probably safe to say that the project was successful and useful in that all the objectives were met (despite
the horrendous weather on day one). Children and members of the public attended and were able to see a
‘live’ dig, ask questions, participate and also learn a little bit  more about the history of Oak House and see
some of the finds left by its ancestors.

Although a large amount of modern rubbish was present, it was possible to get underneath it and discover
that there are still  untouched areas which hold stratified contexts.  These contexts are important as they
contain artefacts which can tell us more about the history of Oak House, the people who lived there and how
they lived.

Was there a pottery or brick production centre on site as evidenced by previous digs finding saggar material?
According to our pottery expert, none of our material was saggar vessel and was purely domestic in nature
representing normal activities such as drinking and food storage.

No evidence was found to suggest there was any activity before the end of the 16 th century/ beginning of the
17th century as our sample of pottery fitted securely into that period and appeared to be on natural clay but
due to the small sampling area does not preclude an earlier structure.

Test pits are useful in that they represent very minor disruption,  are cost effective and can be used for
educational purposes and there is potential for more test pitting to be done on site as it has been shown there
are areas still  untouched and maybe sampling at the front of the house where the gardens are presently
situated could prove useful to determine if there was earlier occupation of the site. 
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Appendix 1. Context List

Site Code Area

OAK19 Test pit 1

Context number Description

100 Topsoil

110 Mixed modern rubbish

120 Dark layer

122 Red sandy layer

124 Yellow layer
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Appendix 2. Context Locations
Context 
No

Type OS location Area Date Plan Lies 
Above

Lies 
Below

100 Top soil 110
110 Mixed modern rubbish 120 100
120 Dark layer 122 110
122 Red sandy layer 124 120
124 Yellow Clay 122
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Appendix 3. Context Sheets

Context 100
Grid square(s) Area/Section: 

TP1
Context type
Structure

Site Code
OAK19

Context 
100

DEPOSIT: / 
STRUCTURE::

1 Name

2 Photograph

3 Compaction

4 Colour

5 Composition and 
particle size

6 Inclusions  <10% 
occa/mod/freq

7 Thickness & extent

8.Comments

1. Topsoil CUT: / FILL:

1 Shape in plan

2 Corners

3 Dimensions/depth

4 Break of slope 
top

5 Sides

6 Break of slope 
base

7 Base

8 Orientation

9 Inclination of axis

10 Truncated (if 
known)

11 Fill Nos

12 Other comments

Draw profile 
overleaf

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. .

8.

PTO

Stratigraphic Matrix

Above are

This context is 

Below

100

110 to 124



Context 110
Grid square(s) Area/Section:

TP1
Context type
Structure

Site Code
OAK19

Context 
110

DEPOSIT: / 
STRUCTURE::

1 Name

2 Photograph

3 Compaction

4 Colour

5 Composition and 
particle size

6 Inclusions  <10% 
occa/mod/freq

7 Thickness & extent

8.Comments

9. Mixed modern rubbish CUT: / FILL:

1 Shape in plan

2 Corners

3 Dimensions/depth

4 Break of slope 
top

5 Sides

6 Break of slope 
base

7 Base

8 Orientation

9 Inclination of axis

10 Truncated (if 
known)

11 Fill Nos

12 Other comments

Draw profile 
overleaf

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15. .

16.

PTO

Stratigraphic Matrix

Above are

This context is 

Below
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Context 120
Grid square(s) Area/Section:

TP1
Context type
Structure

Site Code
OAK19

Context 
120

DEPOSIT: / 
STRUCTURE::

1 Name

2 Photograph

3 Compaction

4 Colour

5 Composition and 
particle size

6 Inclusions  <10% 
occa/mod/freq

7 Thickness & extent

8.Comments

1. Dark layer CUT: / FILL:

1 Shape in plan

2 Corners

3 Dimensions/depth

4 Break of slope 
top

5 Sides

6 Break of slope 
base

7 Base

8 Orientation

9 Inclination of axis

10 Truncated (if 
known)

11 Fill Nos

12 Other comments

Draw profile 
overleaf

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. .

8.

PTO

Stratigraphic Matrix

Above are

This context is 

Below
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Context 122
Grid square(s) Area/Section:

TP1
Context type
Structure

Site Code
OAK19

Context 
122

DEPOSIT: / 
STRUCTURE::

1 Name

2 Photograph

3 Compaction

4 Colour

5 Composition and 
particle size

6 Inclusions  <10% 
occa/mod/freq

7 Thickness & extent

8.Comments

1. Red sandy layer CUT: / FILL:

1 Shape in plan

2 Corners

3 Dimensions/depth

4 Break of slope 
top

5 Sides

6 Break of slope 
base

7 Base

8 Orientation

9 Inclination of axis

10 Truncated (if 
known)

11 Fill Nos

12 Other comments

Draw profile 
overleaf

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. .

8.

PTO

Stratigraphic Matrix

Above are

This context is 

Below
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Context 124
Grid square(s) Area/Section:

TP1
Context type
Structure

Site Code
OAK19

Context 
124

DEPOSIT: / 
STRUCTURE::

1 Name

2 Photograph

3 Compaction

4 Colour

5 Composition and 
particle size

6 Inclusions  <10% 
occa/mod/freq

7 Thickness & extent

8.Comments

1. Yellow clay CUT: / FILL:

1 Shape in plan

2 Corners

3 Dimensions/depth

4 Break of slope 
top

5 Sides

6 Break of slope 
base

7 Base

8 Orientation

9 Inclination of axis

10 Truncated (if 
known)

11 Fill Nos

12 Other comments

Draw profile 
overleaf

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. .

8.

PTO

Stratigraphic Matrix

Above are

This context is 

Below
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Appendix 4. Finds Register.

Test Pit 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
399778W 290822N

Spit Depth 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 108
Pottery type

Roman
Anglo-Saxon

Post A/S
Medieval

Post Medieval
Modern

Unglazed 1 1 1 1

Medieval Orange             

Midlands sandyware             

Midlands white             

Cistercianware          4 2  
Coarse black
earthenware 4 2

Fine black
earthenware 1 1 1 1 1 1

Midlands Yellow 1

Midlands Purple 3 4 5 16 4

White 3 8 2 11 4 1

Mottled Brownware 1 2 1

Brownware 1

Slipware



Stoneware 1 1 1 1 2 1

Blue & White 1 1 3 5 1 2

Creamware
Tin glazed 1 5 1 3

Modern 1 5

Window Glass 8 5 1 3 1 2

WG decorated
WG frosted
WG yellow

Glass - other
1 bottle 
brown 13 15

5 
clear

7 
bottle 21

1 green 9 
clear 16 clear 4

Floor Tiles 2 1
Roof Tiles 5 1 1 1

Tiles unspecified 1

Slate 9 8 3 1 5 3 3

Plaster 1 1 1

Mortar 2 3 1 4 1 4 3 4

Brick 2 15 8 2 3 1 4 6

MBT
Sandstone 1

Pipe Stems 3/64"
Pipe Stems 4/64" 1720-1750
Pipe Stems 5/64" 1720 3 1 1 1

Pipe Stems 6/64" 1680-1720 1

Pipe Stems 7/64" 1680 2
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Pipe Stems 8/64" 1650-1680 2

Pipe Stems 9/64" 1650
Sum stems 0 0 0 3 1 2 0 1 2 2 0

Weighted bore ######
#####

#
#####

# 5.0 5.0 5.5 ###### 5.0 7.0 8.0
#####

#

Date (Heighton) ######
#####

#
#####

#
1742.

7
1742.

7
1725.

6 ######
1742.

7
1682.

3
1658.

4
#####

#

Date (Binford) ######
#####

#
#####

#
1740.

6
1740.

6
1721.

4 ######
1740.

6
1664.

0
1625.

8
#####

#

Date (Hanson) ######
#####

#
#####

#
1731.

3
1731.

3
1701.

8 ######
1731.

3
1613.

3
1554.

4
#####

#
Pipe bowl 2

Charcoal 3 5 2

Coal 5 7 3 4 5 9 5 6 6

Slag 1 37 22 5 6 5 5 3 1

Bone 4 2

Shell
Nail 3 2 1 4 1 1

Flint 1
Plastic 1

Notes S1 Flint flake with conchoidal surface
Notes S2 2 nails, 1 larger piece and a fragment of water pipe
Notes S3 Plastic bottle top
Notes S4 1piece of iron guttering
Notes S5 1 brick edging
Notes S5 3 metal items one with a collar
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Notes S5 Fabric ? Tights
Notes S5 1 piece of large pipe ? drain

Notes S5
1 piece of 
wire

Notes S6 Pipe bowl matches stem in spit 5

Notes S7 1 slate marker

Notes S7 1 marble

Notes S8
Clear glass jar with screw 
cap

Notes S9
1 
marble
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